Few of us can any longer keep up with the flood of scientific literature, even in specialized subfields. Any attempt to do more and be broadly educated with respect to a large domain of science has the appearance of tilting at windmills. Yet the synthesis of ideas drawn from different subjects into new, powerful, general concepts is as valuable as ever, and the desire to remain educated persists in all scientists. This series, Advances in Chemical Physics, is devoted to helping the reader obtain general information about a wide variety of topics in chemical physics, which field we interpret very broadly. Our intent is to have experts present comprehensive analyses of subjects of interest and to encourage the expression of individual points of view. We hope that this approach to the presentation of an overview of a subject will both stimulate new research and serve as a personalized learning text for beginners in a field.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tagged particle motion in equilibrium may be characterized by the velocity correlation function, a t ) = ( V l ( t ) * V l ( O ) ) (1.1)
where ( ) denotes an equilibrium ensemble average; the self-diffusion 1 coefficient, D, is given by the time integral
D = d -' L " d t C ( t ) ,
where d is the dimension. The quantities C ( t ) and D have been studied extensively, both theoretically and via computer simulation. Some of the basic facts are as follows. For a particle small compared to the mean free path ( 1 ) of a dilute gas, C and D are accurately given by the' Lorentz-Boltzmann (LB) theory, to be discussed later. The resulting expression depends upon the potentials of interaction. In the simple case of hard spheres, to an excellent approximation, C( t ) decays exponentially, and'
where p is the reduced mass, p = m , m / ( m , + m ) , m, and m being the tagged-particle and bath-particle masses, respectively; u12 = R , + a, R, and a being the tagged-and bath-particle radii; p is the density of the gas; k , is Boltmann's constant; and T is the temperature. For other potentials possessing a harshly repulsive core and a reasonably short-ranged attractive region, C( t ) and D should be qualitatively similar to the hard-sphere form.
The kinetic theory discussed in this review will be almost completely confined to the case of smooth hard spheres. The problems to be discussed are sufficiently dficult that consideration of the extra complications caused by more realistic potentials would be premature. Even if the gas remains dilute, particles large compared to the mean free path will see the gas as a hydrodynamic continuum, and will thus, if sufficiently massive, obey the Stokes-Einstein (SE) law for D, where 9 is the shear viscosity of the bath. The coefficient c equals 4 for slip boundary conditions (appropriate for smooth spheres) and 6 for stick (appropriate for rough potentials). If the gas is made dense, further complications ensue, even for particles the same size as the bath particles. Alder, Gass, and Wainwright have shown,* in a computer simulation, that the diffusion constant of a tagged member of a pure hard-sphere liquid obeys the slip Stokes-Einstein law. They also found that C ( t ) was highly nonexponential, becoming negative after a few collision times and decaying as a power law, t -d / 2 , for very long times. The ratio of the self-diffusion con-stant to its LB value, as a function of density, was seen to first increase, reaching a peak at a reduced density, p* = pa3, of -0.5, and to sharply decrease at liquid density, corresponding to DLB >> D,.
None of the behavior discussed in the paragraph above fits with the Lorentz-Boltzmann theory. On the other hand, until fairly recently, this theory and its similar' Enskog extension constituted the only detailed, microscopic theory of self-diffusion.
For the calculation of D and C ( t ) for a small particle in a more concentrated gas, Enskog's kinetic theory has proved extremely successful. This theory takes into account the equilibrium structure of the gas around the tagged particle, and the result is to divide the right-hand side of Eq. (1.3) by a factor of the radial distribution function at contact, g&; C( t ) retains its exponential form. Thus, although this is an improvement upon the LorentzBoltmann theory, it cannot account for the facts listed above, and a more complete theory-especially, one which can give the StokesEinstein law when appropriate-is needed. Of course, the ultimate goal is the construction of a theory correct for all sizes, masses, and densities. On the other hand, it has not been obvious until recently, even in the continuum limit, how to carry out any microscopic derivation of the SE law, so this has also been an important challenge. Considerable effort has been expended on these problems over the past ten or fifteen years. The research splits into two main lines. One approach retains the apparatus of kinetic theory, and aims to derive kinetic descriptions more complete than that of LB. The other invokes generalized hydrodynamics in several forms, in particular, mode coupling. In this review, we will discuss the various methods which have been used, the relations which exist among the methods, the progress which has been made, and the problems which remain unsolved.
KINETIC THEORY A. Background
The velocity correlation function C ( t ) is a moment of the tagged-particle phase-space correlation function f(r, v, v', t ) :
where rl and v, denote the position and velocity of the tagged particle. Kinetic theory may be discussed in the terms of nonequilibrium distribution functions or equilibrium correlation functions; the two approaches are equivalent if the only nonequilibrium situations considered are very near equilibrium. We will use the correlation-function language. In this case, f is the fundamental quantity, and is analogous to the tagged-particle distribution function in the other method.
The Fourier-Laplace transform of the LB equation for f is where z is the frequency, k the wavevector, and A,, the linearized LB collision operator. For hard spheres, on which we focus,l where "2" is shorthand for r, and v2, q0 is the Maxwellian, and T is the binary collision operator,
Here W is the Heaviside function, "12" denotes a relative coordinate, 6 is the perihelion vector, and b,, is an operator which replaces precollision with postcollision (12) velocities v *: where we have used the zero-time result,
The Fourier-Laplace-transformed quantity C , ( z) is closely related to the generalized k-and z-dependent diffusion constant,
In general, the diffusion constant must be evaluated with use of a "projected" time evolution, but this is negllgible for k + 0. The inverse in Eq.
(2.7) may be evaluated via standard kinetic-theory techniques, giving rise to the expression previously given for D, Eq. (1.3), in the so-called first Sonine polynomial approximation. Of course, the LB equation was originally written down from phenomenological arguments. The most important of these is that, in moving through the gas, the tagged particle undergoes uncorrelated binary collisions only, that is, it collides with particles it has never encountered before and will never see again. C~h e n ,~ Dorfman and C~h e n ,~ Kawasaki and Oppenheim,' Zwanzig,6 and others formulated a systematic density expansion of the true, exact kinetic operator K, defined so that, if ALB is replaced with K in Eq. with formal expressions for the B's, and it appeared7 that a better approximation to K than A,, might be obtained from Eq. (2.11), that is, by the inclusion of a few more terms or by partial summation of the series. It must be pointed out that, at the time, attention was not sharply focused on the defects of LB theory mentioned in the introduction, but rather on the more genera1 aspects of developing a systematic kinetic theory.
It was soon found, however, that the expansion, Eq. (2.11), did not exist, that is, some of the B's diverge. An excellent review, up to and including this point, is given in Ref. 7. Kawasaki and Oppenheud attempted to deal with the problem of the nonexistence of the density expansion by summing the most strongly divergent terms, the "rings." The hope was that an infinite number of individually infinite terms would sum to a finite result; such was indeed the case. Concomitantly, the density dependence of K was seen to be nonanalytic.
In a ring, the tagged particle collides with a gas particle, undergoes a finite number of uncorrelated binary collisions, and finally recollides with the original collision partner. As will be seen, recollisions-absent from LB theory-are the single most important aspect of tagged-particle motion at high density. Roughly, individual rings diverge because, at long times, the finite number of intermediate binary collisions allows too much velocity correlation to persist. The ring operator R resulting from the KawasakiOppenheim resummation has the form of a single ring, with the intermediate propagation given by the LB equation, viz,
where G is the intermediate tagged-particle-bath-particle propagator, the ordinary (not tagged-particle) Boltzmann operator is AB, and T is a different version of the binary collision operator, showed that such a theory was capable of reproducing the "long-time tails" on C( t). The calculation proceeds as follows. At sufficiently low density, R
should be a small perturbation on A L B . Thus, in the ring approximation,
where G denotes the inverse in Eq. (2.10) with K = K R , and so on. We then obtain
Evaluation of the RHS of Eq. (2.18) is an exercise in mathematical methods of kinetic theory. The inverses are represented'-'' in terms of complete sets of basis functions in the velocity,
where ( ) denotes jdu, du, q0( u,)cp,( u2) -. . , and the summation convention has been used. The f 's are product tagged-bath-particle basis functions, for example 11, lv,, vll, and so on; thus, a complete set of tagged or bath (not product) functions appears when the bath or tagged velocity enters as "1." Using the fact that G L , is, to an excellent approximation, diagonal on v,, which matrix element further gives CLB, we have
The sum of matrix elements must now be terminated. While it is not obvious a priori which f 's are important for all k, t, it is clear that at small k , z the hydrodynamic modes of the intermediate propagator-11, lv,, 1v: -will be very important. For these special modes, the matrix elements of the intermediate propagator have the form
where A, (As) is a transport coefficient for tagged (bath) particles. For small k, z, this inverse will be very large in the small-k' part of the k' integral, and the hydrodynamic modes might be expected to dominate the small-z, long-time behavior of C( t). Dorfman and Cohen' and Dufty' found that the most important bath-particle modes at long times are the "shear modes" associated with shear momentum-density flow and characterized by the transport coefficient q:
The only tagged-particle hydrodynamic mode is 1, with transport coefficient D, so
The long time behavior of C( t ) is obtained from the small-z dependence of Eq. (2.23). Since
this quantity may be treated as a constant. The behavior of the integral at small z comes from the small-k' regime, which further depends only on the small-k' form of (u,Ts) (k'4ndependent Thus, the ring approximation, resulting from resummation of the most divergent terms in the density expansion, also produces correct non-LB long-time dynamics. It was clear that the approximation contained some of the essential features of the sought-after microscopic theory of diffusion. Less obvious was what might be missing. Since the tail was found to be given accurately even at liquid density by the expression obtained by substituting true transport coefficients, perhaps a ring operator with "true" tagged and bath particle kinetic operators in the intermediate propagator was required. But could this be the whole story?
A particular problem involved the inclusion of equilibrium structural information. As mentioned earlier, in the Enskog LB theory, the dynamical events retained are still uncorrelated binary collisions, but the collision rate is modified though the equilibrium tagged-particle-bath-particle pair distribution function; an early attempt to incorporate this effect into a ring theory was in fact made in the first calculations of the " tails," as just discussed. The original ring operator, on the other hand, contains recollisions, but was derived with neglect of all equilibrium structure. Derivation of a ring operator, with consistent inclusion of fluid structure, has been a difficult problem, and is obviously important at high or moderate density; as many "ring operators" will exist as there are schemes for incorporating the structure.
An alternative to pursuit of the high-density ring operator is to consider a model for the bath where structure is unimportant. Such a model, the Lorentz gas, occupies a prominent place in kinetic theory. A point particle moves in an array of fixed, randomly placed smooth spheres. The scatterers are allowed to overlap-they do not see each other-and thus have no equilibrium structure at all. Despite this simplicity, the dynamics of the Lorentz gas is, interestingly, not unlike that of a real gas. Using the argument just sketched, Ernst and Weyland showed" that C( t ) should have negative t -( d / 2 + 1 ) " tails." With a computer simulation, Bruin13 and Alder and Alley14 showed that C( t ) became negative after a few collisions, again as for the real gas. It seemed reasonable, then, to test the ring approximation with the Lorentz gas. If the original ring approximation could explain the non-LB behavior of the Lorentz gas, it might follow that a ring theory, with equilibrium structure included, would accurately describe a real gas.
Weyland" carried out calculations of C ( t ) for the Lorentz gas. This work is significant in several respects. First, he was able to avoid the cumbersome basis-set expansions endemic to kinetic theory. Second, he also considered the " superring"-referred to here as a repeated-ring operator-in which chains of rings are included; this operator, as will be seen later on, is essential to the attainment of our goals. Third, he brought up the point that, at high enough density, D must vanish because the overlapping scatterers divide free space into finite islands; D = 0 at all densities in one dimension.
Thus, another key test of a high-density kinetic theory is prediction of localization of the particle in the Lorentz gas. Weyland showed that the re- Returning now to the inclusion of structure for a real gas, a careful attack on this problem was made16 by Dorfman and Cohen (DC), who worked out the density expansion of K in a way which explicitly demonstrated both the density dependence due to "pure" dynamics and that due to equilibrium structure. They performed an extended version of the Kawaski-Oppenheim resummation, in which equilibrium structure was included consistently to each order in the density. They also summed the terms which cause the Enskog correction to LB theory. In their theory, an "Enskog ring" theory, LB operators are everywhere replaced by Enskog operators. Thus,
where AB,k is a Boltzmann operator that takes the finite size of bath particles into account, (2.27) particle 3 is a bath particle, and P23 exchanges the labels 2 and 3. The tagged-bath and bath-bath radial distribution functions at contact are denoted g& and g&, respectively, and A is the "mean field" operator which enters the Enskog theory of the bath. Dorfman and Cohen found that use of a mixed representation of the dynamics via T and T allowed a compact representation of source collision sequences which would be an infinite sum of terms otherwise. All this is related to the treatment of excluded volume (i.e,, structure) and is a crucial feature of the higher-density ring operator. With this careful Enskog-ring theory, Dorfman and Cohen verified their earlier result that Enskog transport coefficients entered the coefficients of the tails at moderate density, in accord with the idea that the true tails are simply obtained by using the true transport coefficients.
A different approach to the derivation of a high-density kinetic operator was gived' by Mazenko, based upon a truncation scheme for the BBGKY hierarchy written for phase-space correlation functions. He derived a ring operator which differed from that of DC via the presence of one, as opposed to two, factors of g&. This, by itself, would give a tail coefficient (TM = ( g&)-'aDC, based upon the approximation, Eq. (2.19), of expanding the ring propagator about the LB propagator and stopping with the term containing a simple ring operator. However, Mazenko, following the original tail calculation of Dufty, tried to avoid this approximation and therefore finally concluded
(2.28)
where D is the full ring diffusion constant and DE is the Enskog diffusion constant. The reason for the difference was unclear. Resibois and Lebowitz18 gave another hierarchy-truncation scheme. They obtained an Enskog-ring theory closely related to that of Mazenko, and retained some nonring threebody collisions in an attempt to obtain the exact t 2 term in the time expansion of C ( t ) . Their prediction for the tail coefficient a was in accord with that of Mazenko. Rtsibois,l' Futardo, Yip, and Mazenko," and Mehaffey, Desai and Kapral" used the modified ring operators to obtain C( t ) and D for all times and densities, the goal being reproduction of the AlderGass-Wainwright2 (AGW) simulation at moderate or (better) liquid densities. The numerical analysis begins as in the tail calculation, but the approximation in J5q. (2.19) is avoided by writing, with an assumption of the diagonality of the full kinetic operator on v, with the matrix element of R to be evaluated in the same way in each case.
T. ICEYES AND A. J. MASTERS
Evaluation of the matrix element was, of course, the key problem. A truncation must be made of the infinite set of tagged-bath particle basis functions displayed in Fq. (2.19) . Obviously, the hydrodynamic functions must be kept for correct long-time behavior, but other basis functions might be necessary at shorter times. One reason to expect this is as follows. It is rigorously true that TG(")'T = 0, where G(12)' is the tagged-bath freestreaming propagator. Since G(12) + G(lZp as r .--, 0, TG(")T must vanish as t + 0. This property is not preserved, however, by the hydrodynamic approximation to G(12).
In the approacH7 of Mazenko, this difficulty is avoided by replacing G(12' with G(12) -G(12)0. Formally, only zero is being subtracted, but the new term will contribute when only finite numbers of basis functions are kept.
Mazenko further introduced a projection-operator method in which the basis functions are divided into hydrodynamic and nonhydrodynamic, and the effect of the nonhydrodynamic ones, in a calculation where only the hydrodynamic ones are considered explicitly, enters via a memory function. Both FYMZ0 and MDKZ1 employed these methods to obtain C ( t ) and D for a full range of times and densities; the latter authors considered the more complicated case of rough spheres. Although they both state that they use Mazenko's ring operator, they are referringz2 to a later version in which the missing g& just discussed has been found, and so it may also be said that type use the Dorfman-Cohen ring operator, which is now believed to have the correct number of g&'s. Their results were in qualitative agreement with the simulations for C( t ) and D( p). The predicted amplitudes of the negative portion of C ( t ) were too large. Rdsibois" also used the equation'' due to him and Lebowitz to calculate C( t ) . He did not try to treat nonhydrodynamic effects, so his calculations are less sophisticated mathematically than those of the other authors; but again, the results were qualitatively reasonable.
Several important conclusions may be drawn from the numerical work. The RA allows a qualitative explanation of the AGW simulation. The initial enhancement of D/D,, at low density is associated with the positive tail on C ( t ) , which arises, in the basis-set approach, from the hydrodynamic shear mode. The sharp decrease of D/D,, at liquid density is due to the intermediate-time negativity of C( t), which in turn arises from the density mode.
An attractive physical picture of diffusion may be constructed from these facts. At short times, if the density is high enough, the particle rattles around in a cage of neighbors. This causes reversal of the original velocity [negative C ( t ) ] . Physically, the cage is a density fluctuation; mathematically, it is a consequence of the density mode (basis function). At long times, the motion is dominated by the reaction back on the particle of the slowly varying shear velocity field stirred up by the particle; this tends to preserve the original velocity.
The question of what important collisions might be missing remained, however. Furthermore, it was unclear that the numerical methods just described were giving the correct C ( t ) for a given RA. The quantity T(G(12) -G(lZP)T was very sensitive to the approximation used for the nonhydrodynamic basis functions at short times. Since the approximations considered were crude, the resulting C(t)'s could not really be trusted.
During all this work, little attention had been paid to another essential test of a complete theory of diffusion-successful prediction of the size dependence for a given density. It is easily seen, however, that consideration of size dependence could be more instructive then testing the theory against the AGW simulation. Even in a low-density gas, obeying the Boltzmann equation, a massive tagged particle large compared to the mean free path must obey the SE law. This provides a test which does not involve the uncertainties of static structure. And this test is very important. It was a great surprise that D = DsE for a particle of a pure liquid. It would be an even greater surprise if this result could be reproduced by a theory which could not produce the SE law under conditions where it is supposed to hold.
It was shownz3 by one of us that the RA not only fails the SE "test," but it becomes unphysical as R is increased. At liquid density, the RA is highly unstable with respect to changes in R, and any good prediction of D must be a fluke; that is, if D( R) is obtained accurately, D for a slightly different R will be given very badly. The reason for this is very simple. In Eq. (2.29), the LB term in the inverse is a RZ. For a large massive particle, the ring term is positive and a R 3 / q . Thus, D a ( R 2 -R 3 / q ) -' , and is ill behaved at large R. The RA is not acceptable as the basis of a comprehensive microscopic theory of self-diffusion. On the other hand, the RA has been seen to have many necessary features. What operator retains these while correcting the size-dependence difficulties? The answer to this question was contained in the work of Dorfman and several coworkers. Ernst and Dorfman, in a paper24 on the kinetic theory of collective motion, introduced the repeated-ring operator RR. We will discuss their work as if it had been for tagged-particle motion, as this extension is trivial.
In the absence of static structure, RR is obtained from R by adding to T to the denominator of G("'(12) (in real space, not to the Fourier transform). Physically, a repeated ring is a string of rings; similarly, it seems natural, in manipulating RR, to expand G(12) in a series containing increasing numbers of T's. If the tagged particle propagator is then expanded about GLB, terms proliferate; each term in that expansion is itself an infinite sum.
In the language of Dorfman et al., multiple R's appearing due to expansion of the tagged-particle propagator are "iterated rings," while the repeated rings arise from the expansion of RR. Making any progress with the joint sum seems a formidable task. A further complication is that, upon Fourier transformation of the RR sum, multiple wavevector integrals result. We have
(2.30)
where Gtf?) is the ring tagged-bath propagator (for the k dependence), and the first term on the RHS is Rk.
Ernst and D~r f m a n~~ carried out an approximate summation of the series by cutting off the wavevector integrals at an upper limit, assuming that all the T's could then be replaced by Tk-o, and by inserting the hydrodynamic tagged-bath particle velocity basis functions. This was sufficient for their calculation, which focused on the hydrodynamic, small-k regime. Their results, translated to the tagged-particle case, give the same answer as would be found by using a single iteration of the R4; that is, the repeated rings and iterated rings cancel. Within the RA, iterating once is actually superior to a more complete analysis. The original paper of Ernst and Dorfman does not show how to perform the summation when the k dependence of the T 's is included, which is essential for evaluation of C ( t ) or D. This problem was in the work of Dorfman, van Beijern, and McClure, who studied the drag on a fixed sphere in a flowing Boltzmann gas via kinetic theory. At the microscopic level, the gas and sphere interact via a T, and the drag is expressed as an infinite series involving more and more T 3; this series is equivalent to that generated by expanding the repeated-ring operator. Projecting onto the hydrodynamic modes of the gas, but with no use of a cutoff wavevectors, these authors obtained" Stokes's law with a rather mysterious 5s replacing the usual coefficient 4s appropriate for slip boundary conditions (expected for smooth spheres). Mehaffey and Cukier 27 proposed an Enskog RRA, which adds gLT(12) to the inverse of DC's Enskog ring.
Applying the same methods used in the drag calculation to the repeated-ring
where qE is the Enskog shear viscosity; since q2 + R and DE a R-2 for large R, the RRA is thus seen, except for the 5n, to have the correct large-R limit; it is strongly indicated that some version of the RRA could be the kinetic equation we are seeking. Mehaffey and Cukier went to attempt to justify their proposed Enskog RRA, based upon the approach of Mazenko, and to calculate D ( p ) for the hard-sphere liquid; their results agreed qualitatively with the AGW simulation.
The question of the 5n remained; actually the answer to this puzzle was already apparent from the workz6 of Dorfman, van Beijern, and McClure, who had shown how to obtain 477 for the drag. The key point involved the expression used for the hydrodynamic modes. It had almost always been stated that the shear modes are s = (1 -^icic)-v2, that is, the matrix elements (sGtBs) vary in time as exp( -k2qLBt). This statement is not true, however, for to be consistent with a hydrodynamic decay rate a k 2 , s should be considered to U ( k ) . This makes no difference in calculations of the long-time tail, but van Beijern and Dorfman showed that s must be kept to O( k ) in order to obtain the correct drag; evaluation of the sum for the drag was greatly complicated by this fact, as is the repeated-ring sum. Eventually, Cukier et al.30 and Mercer and showed how to apply van Beijern and Dorfman's summation to self-diffusion in a low density (not Enskog) RRA, and thus to obtain a kinetic theory with the correct large-R limit.
At this point, an Enskog RRA seemed the kinetic theory of choice, but much work still had to be done. It was still not known how to get 4n in the SE law in an Enskog RRA. While one Enskog RRA had been given, its validity was not established. Quantitative agreement with the AGW simulation had not been achieved, nor had the theory been tested for predictions of the localization phenomenon in the Lorentz gas. Finally, accurate, reliable methods for calculating C( t ) and D( p ) from the equations needed to be developed. Research on these problems is discussed in the next section.
B. Recent Work
Consider now the problem of obtaining accurate expressions for D( p ) and C( t ) given some RA or RRA. The basis-set methods are not totally satisfactory, since their predictions for C( t ) at short times depend sensitively upon the nonhydrodynamic basis functions, which must be treated with approximations of unknown validity. This point is discussed" in a paper by one of us (T.K.) and Mercer, where we suggest some improvements and use the new techniques to carry out a fairly successful calculation of the Lorentz gas. More recently,33 we (A.M. and T.K.) have given a variational method for solving the RRA, which eliminates the use of basis functions altogether and seems very powerful.
We start with the RRA (low-density form) formulated as two coupled equations in real (not Fourier) space,
where (2.33) Our method can be used to get C, at finite k by considering +(q, r,, z), but this generalization will not be discussed here. Formal solution of Eq. (2.32b) for 8'( +), substitution into Eq. (2.32a), introduction of Fourier representations, and use of Eq. (2.33) shows that these equations really are equivalent to the RRA as presented in the last section.
The LHS of the second RRA equation describes the motion of 0' via independent hrentz-Boltzmann and Boltzmann equations for v1 and v,, respectively. The RHS is confined, because of the T, to 6(r12 -u), that is, it is confined to the "collision sphere." The function 8' is expected to vanish inside the collision sphere, so the V * V operators on the LHS will also produce surface delta functions. Once these are isolated, the equation mayz6 be divided into smooth and delta-function parts, which are equated separately, due to the completely different spatial dependence. The equation for the 6's gives boundary conditions on the equation for the smooth parts, which, as was just mentioned, are Boltzmann-like; no rings or the like are involved. "=0W(Ir1zl) (2.34) To be specific, we write26 where and 8 is assumed to be smoothly varying. Proceeding as described, we find 
The result of acting on W with v combines with TO to produce TO. Equation (2.35b) is an inhomogeneous boundary condition on 0 at r12 = uI2, with +D determining the inhomogeneity. The above approach is based upon that used by van Beijern and Dorfman in the drag calculation. The point of these manipulations is that we may now take advantage of a large body of knowledge about solving Boltzmann equations in the presence of boundaries. We chose a variational method due to Cercignani et al.,34 which requires first making35 a BGK approximation on the Boltzmann operators. We are now pursuing other methods for more complicated RRAs, but only the Cercignani method will be discussed here.
The basic ideas may be illustrated via the Lorentz gas, for which every- and a is an integral operator; a and S are given in Ref.
33.
Equation (2.41) is a formal solution of the RRA-BGK equations, in which the burden of solution has been shifted to obtaining the function g. Since n is the zeroth moment of 0, it is a number density, and g is a number density, in the presence of a spherical surface source (inhomogeneous boundary condition), measured in units of the strength of the source. Of course, g is a vector, while densities are normally scalars. The vector nature of g just arises from the fact that the source ( a F ) is a vector; each component of g is an ordinary density, determined by that component of the source. It is significant that g does not depend on v, so it is much simpler than 8. Furthermore, with Eq. and the velocity correlation is to be found by choosing trial functions g and varying them until J becomes stationary.
If the vector density obeys a diffusion equation, then the steady-state solution with a point source a P at the origin is a P/r2. Thus, a simple hydrodynamic trial function at z = 0 is g(r, z = 0) = a?/r2, with (Y to be varied; hydrodynamic solutions from which g may be guessed at finite z are obtained by solving the frequency-dependent diffusion equation. If only D is required, only z = 0 need be considered. With these trial functions, we calculated C ( t ) and D at low to moderate density. At low density, agreement with the simulations is very good for the relevant difference, C ( t ) -C,,(t), but at moderate density it is worse. As will be discussed shortly, the RRA is expected to break down at moderate density in the LG. The key point here, however, is that we believe that our results are the true RRA results-that the numerical analysis is accurate. Use of more flexible trial
